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SPIRIT OF THE LAW
WHEN TOO MANY Mormons are the

homogenous, made-in-Utah variety, it is re-
freshing indeed to find the inspiring example
of Esther Peterson ("The World Beyond the
Valley," SUNS’tONE 15:5) who exemplifies the
spirit of the law rather than the letter. I wish
more Mormons could "sort out what’s
important" without having to worry about
the approval of the Church. Individualism is
rare within the Church for this reason, and so
are Democrats.

VIOLET KIMBALL

Edwardsville, IL

A NARROW GATE

IN BYU TODAY, Hugh Nibley was asked
why most people do not continue to seek
after truth. "They fed that they have arrived,"
he responded. My impressions of most of the
SUNStONE writers (and perhaps most of the
readers) are that they not only fed that they
have arrived, but that they attempt to go
beyond the mark and create their own truth.

According to modem revelation (D~C 76)
there is a distinction between honorability
and righteousness. With due respect to the
Mother Teresas and the Esther Petersons of
the world, the righteousness that is to be
sought is that which is according to the law
of righteousness that God ordained and not
the presumed righteousness of man which
the Apostle Paul describes as "filthy rags."

A member of a Sunday School class
opined that Mother Teresa would make it
into the celestial kingdom. If she does it will
be because she has fulfilled the requirements
of entry that include baptism into the Church
of Jesus Christ with all the other ordinances.
Until then, the works of the Mother Teresas
of the world are terrestrial works.

It is honorable and noble to serve human-
ity in relieving suffering and improving the
lot of the poor, the disadvantaged, the sick,
the downtrodden, the imprisoned, the ex-
ploited, etc. However, this is not the giving of
"life more abundantly" taught by Christ. Any
true follower of Christ would engage in the
temporal service of humanity, as Christ did,
but restricting one’s service to temporality
denies one’s true purpose.

What is accomplished by eradicating pov-
erty, eliminating illness and disease, creating
opportunities for a better lifestyle, passing
laws to illegalize racism and genocide, ira-

proving working conditions for the laborers,
or any other of the many noble pursuits to
improve the lot of humankind? Only the
improved temporal condition of human be-
ings. People who insist on exalting those who
engage in these noble pursuits demand that
God open his celestial kingdom to those who
focus on improving the temporal lot and not
the spiritual lot of humankind.

JOSEPH E WYSON

Washington, UT

IT’S IN THE BAG(LEY)

PAT BAGLEY’S cover illustration (SUN-
STONE 15:4) typifies the recent trendy dis-
missal of Deconstruction. Out of an infinite
vocabulary of reflexively identifiable icons,
Bagley chose to tap the gent(i)le reader’s knee
by representing the deconstructionist as de-
molitionist.

The most tiresomely repeated invective
against Deconstruction is that it is the
de( )struction of institutions and language
systems. I hope (but doubt) eventually to see
this misunderstanding vanish. Deconstruc-
tion has little to do with the literal or meta-
phorical use of high-powered explosives. To
de-con-struct means to dis-assemble struc-
tures while cautiously looking "fore and aft,"
not to ruin them, but to teach oneself to build
with the materials and technology of the
Master--not a toppling, but a tinkering. The
term comes not from Derrida, whom so
many one-hour academics attempt to dis-
credit as a French and theoretical dandy, but
from the German craftsman Heidegger, an
onto-theologician and champion of good lis-
tening habits. The deconstructionist’s tools
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are not the plastic explosives of the
fundamentalist terrorist or the Marxist revo-
lutionaU (or, as Bagley has it, the detonator
box of Wile E. Coyote genius). They are
those of the philologist, the connoisseur of
the word--who, like Nietzsche, practices the
goldsmith’s art--gently, inexorably scrutiniz-
ing the metaphors and allegories which
"structure"    our    lives.    As    for
deconstmctionists in Mormonism, I can’t
imagine there are more than a handful, much
less one threatening every stake center.

To destroy language ol- systems is not to
de-cocL-struct them, but instead to inflate the
value of words to such a degree that they lose
their meaning altogether and no longer refer
to any ascertainable object or concept.
Terms like "patriarchy, .... love," "rape,"
"freedom,"    "oppression,"    and
"otherness" have been exhausted
through reckless and automatic usage.

The deconstructionist does not ex-
acerbate language explosion, but tries
to speak wisely in the face of pan-
demic sensationalism and rhetorical
glibness. If anyone is destroying lan-
guage here, it is not Deconstruction
but Pat Bagle>

BRIAN KUBARYCZ
Salt La]~e CiO,

CHRISTIAN
PANDERING

IWAS HORRIFIED to read Joseph
E Wyson’s letter ("Children of Light,"
SUNSSOr-,~_ 15:3) asking that Mormons
be "forgiven" for distancing them-
selves from non-Mormons for "spiri-
tual integrity." If all Mormons
embraced that xenophobic philoso-
phy Church membership would be
falling, not rising.

We ihave an obligation to treat ev-
eryone with respect and to offer our
friendship and assistance unstintingly.
This is Christian conduct, not "pan-
dering to the world." Mormon doc-
trine exhorts us to be "not of the
world," but I refuse to accept that we
can successfully live in the world, as
individuals or as a church, and not
acquaint ourselves with what Wyson
casual]ly dismisses as "knowledge of
superficial events which take place in
the world." Perhaps Wyson, in his
quest for spiritual superiority, has
missed the point of Doctrine and Cov-
enants 88:77-80 and 93:53. A well-
rounded knowledge of both the

history and current events of "countries and
kingdoms" is reqt~ired in order to magnify our
callings and fulfill our missions in life.

LYNN E. MUNN
London, England

SHARING WITH JOY
AS AN ACTIVE Latter-day Saint in-

volved in friendships with members and
non-members, I Mt particularly disturbed by
Joseph Wyson’s remark that "there can never
be an honest friendship between the ’chil-
dren of light and the children of darkness.’ "
My non-member friends do not consider
themselves to be "children of darkness." Nor

do I. It is largely this type of premise, more
than our doctrinal beliefs, that estranges
non-member brothers and sisters from us.

Wyson is correct that there are certain
spiritual joys that we cannot experience with
our non-member friends. But my experience
has been that there is abundant opportunity
for spiritual sharing both within and without
the boundaries of the Church.

Since God is the author of all truth and all
that is good, the sharing of all positive ac-
tions, values, truths, and ideas is "spiritual"
sharing. We have much to j oyously share. We
are all equally children of the same God.

DIANA L. ANDRUS

Las Vegas
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SPOON FED

TODD COMPTON’S insight into the
fallibility of Church members, both rank and
file ("Counter-Hierarchical Revelation," SUN-
STONE 15:2), is necessary if we are to do as
Joseph suggested: "to go on to perfection ....
search deeper and deeper into the mysteries
of Godliness" (History of the Church, 6:363).

We can achieve that level of understand-
ing and Godliness only after we learn that we
cannot be "spoon-fed" by our spiritual lead-
ers forever. Eventually, we must recognize
that no one on earth is responsible for our
salvation but ourselves. Brigham Young said:

I am more afraid that this people
have so much confidence in their
leaders that they will not inquire
for themselves of God .... I am
fearful they settle down in a state of
blind self-security, trusting their
eternal destiny in the hands of their
leaders with a reckless confidence
that in itself would thwart the pur-
poses of God in their salvation, and
weaken that influence they could ~ve
to their leaders, did they know for
themselves, by the revelations of
Jesus, that they are led in the right
way. (Journal of Discourses 9:150,
emphasis added.)

This view is refreshing compared to our
restricted theology today that teaches that
you are only one step removed from apostasy
when you question your leaders. In my ward,
our gospel doctrine teacher caused such a
controversy when she queried "When is a
prophet a prophet?" that she was released
from the position.

Now, I take exception with Compton’s
Adam-God example. I do not fault his opin-
ion, because all of us have been "spoon-fed"
this century’s official Church position on
Adam-God. My turning point came when I
inquired of the Lord.

Brigham Young never said he believed the
doctrine was true, or that it might be true, or
that Joseph had suggested that it might be
true. Brigham said that he first learned of
Adam-God from Joseph and later had it con-
firmed to him by God. Brigham received the
same keys which Joseph held. He claimed
Adam-God to be a revelation from God. No
prophet or apostle since has even pretended
to have received a revelation negating
Young’s. They have merely stated their opin-
ions, albeit in powerful terms. If we can
dismiss Brigham Young’s words this easily,
then what is to stop us from ignoring our
contemporary prophet altogether?

CRAIG THOLSON
Payson, UT

"Joseph Cannon Young Pratt of Smith Cannon Knight & McConkie."

TOO DIALOGUE-ISH

WHAT DOES Eugene England’s "On
Trusting God: Why We Should Not Fight
Iraq" (SUNSTONE 14:5) have to do with Mor-
monism? This is National Review material.
And though I don’t think SUNSTONE is a
forum for political dialogue, this article begs
for rebuttal. England recommended that we
should have trusted God to solve the prob-
lem in Iraq. Of course God could have
caused a plague to come on the Iraqi army or
he could have caused the sun to stand still--
there are precedents, but not in the last mil-
lennia. Heavenly Father seems to be in the
"laissez faire" mode of late. He seems to ex-
pect us to exert ourselves and then after we
have done all that we can do he may or may
not intervene. Heavenly Father did not plait
the whip for Jesus nor did he execute Laban
for Nephi. Joseph Smith was armed, but not
well enough to outgun the Carthage Grays.
Brigham Young did not fast and pray away
Johnson’s army; he mobilized Lot Smith and
his wagon burners. Self-help is God’s way.

England stated that "God was able to raise
Gorbachev." He could have, but he didn’t.
Gorbachev is a politician who scrambled
through trial and error to save his politically
and economically bankrupt system. I wish
England’s optimistic concepts were valid, but
history causes me to wax cynical. It rains on
the just and the unjust, but if one seeds the
clouds, he just might see a little more mois-
ture than his neighbor.

As an egocentric, mainstream Mormon,
my interests lie in those things that are rele-
vant to the perfection of me and mine. Am I
a Tontoless Lone Subscriber, alone in my
weariness at SUNSTONE’S evolution into a
forum for gays, disgruntled women’s fight-
ers, and self-styled "politicos"? I am con-
cerned that SUNSTONE is becoming so radical
that the subscribers could be targeted for
Church reprisal. Minority-rights issues are of
minimal interest to me, and political com-
mentary, mine included, is always subjective.
Let’s have more articles like the Lowell Benn-
ion interview, first-hand polygamy stories,
excerpts from pioneer journals, etc. This
other stuff is too Dialogue-ish, too intellec-
tual, for dummies like me.

MEL HOPKINS
Houston, TX

CARRIED TOO FAR

AS A RECENT subscriber I relished my
first two issues. After joining the Church
three years ago, I had a great thirst for a
deeper understanding of Church history and
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issues, and a growing need for unfettered
conversation regarding doctrine--some-
thing not easily found in this neck of the
woods. Your magazine has given me hope
that there is a free exchange of ideas some-
where: in this Church.

Dawd C. Knowlton ("Of Things in the
Heavens, on the Earth, and in the Church,"
SUNST,ONE 15~4) troubled me with his state-
ment in regards to the promise in Moroni
10:4-5. I am troubled by the impression that
the details of the coming-forth of the Book of
Mormon are not really important if one be-
lieves the message in the book is more vital
than ills historical aspects.

The empirical details of the production of
the Book of Mormon cannot (and should
not) take a secondary role to its internal
value. "[b assert anything less implies that the
Church is built upon a lie (or at least a
deception), which would make it Satan’s
church, or at least a fable carried too far.

I do not question Knowlton’s testimony,
but if I reach the point sorn.eday that I know
of a surety that the historical aspects in the
Book of Mormon are bunk (even if the doc-
trine is l~rue), I hope I will have the strength
of conviction that Elder Carmackg brother

had arid leave the Church. And, yes, it is
something I ponder from time to time.

JIM PHILLIPS
Newcastle, WY

I2kUGHING PHARISEES
YOUR WILLINGNESS TO publish the

carping criticism of your critics certainly
manifests your commitment to fairminded-
ness. I:’m not sure you need to apologize to
them, however (St~NSTONE 15:5).

If the Pharisees had cultivated an ability to
laugh at themselves, the Savior would have
found them to be more palatable company.

You help us to do that. Perhaps those of-
fended by the cartoons in the Paul Dunn or
other issues can insulate themselves by con-
fining their reading to Church-sponsored
publications exclusively. As with other is-
sues, you were very fair in representing the
spectrum of viewpoints on the Paul Dunn
matter. That is what we look to SUNSTONE tO
find. Please never deviate from that.

KEN MECHAM
Los Angeles

OH MY, MOTHER!
WE MORMONS CAN justifiably be

charged with creating God in our own image,
given that we believe in a corporeal, glorified
God who "has a body of flesh and bones as
tangible as mang" (D~C 130:22). However,
Rodney Turner’s vision of the Eternal Parents,
if presented accurately in the news summary
("Panel Discusses Praying to Mother in
Heaven," SUNSTONE 15:4), truly outdoes any
naturalist’s concoction of the essence, power,
and roles of God ever before attempted. His
limiting of Mother in Heaven to "the realm of
spirit and glory" where the ultimate sense of
her calling is motherhood in pre-mortal life;
(the Big Nursery Leader in the Sky, if you
will) is incredible. His concept denies her
influence as Mother, Queen, Priestess, and
Goddess over her spirit children once they’ve
left the pre-mortal life, it also denies Heav-
enly Father a powerful role in the develop-
ment of his spirit children.

Such a scheme does not square with un-
derstanding that has been given to us about
our Heavenly Parents as embodied in Eliza
Snow’s "Oh My Father" and reinforced in my
patriarchal blessing. On the other hand, far
from being a vision of heaven, Turner’s
scheme fits nicely into the family stereotype
of the 1950s in which a "Father Knows Best"

type goes out into the world to provide for
his family, while the "little woman" stays at
home to wash and feed his offspring and
clean his house: a very un-divine view of
God.

Further, to say that worship of the Mother
has roots in pagan sex and fertility rites prob-
ably has the causal order reversed. Just as
worship of the God of heaven could have
deteriorated into worship of the sun through
the loss of knowledge originally given to
Adam and Eve, so likewise worship of the
Mother in Heaven could have deteriorated
into fertility worship.

Asking for information and revelation
about Mother does not reject the priesthood
order or attempt to "get ahead of the
prophet." It is, rather, taking advantage of
blessings I have as a member of the Lord’s
church. Not even the Prophet Joseph single-
handedly thought up all the necessary ques-
tions pertinent to the restoration of the
gospel. Emma provided the prodding that
resulted in the Word of Wisdom, a revelation
that might not have been sought were only
tobacco-spitting men allowed to ask the
questions. I do not want to usurp the role of
the prophet; I just want him to be aware of
my needs. The current general authorities
have made it perfectly clear that I, as a non-
man, am not like God the Father in all ways.
I therefore need more information about the
role model I can become like in all ways--
Heavenly Mother.

SUE CANNON

Los Angeles

LIGHT ON DARKNESS
WHILE ANY AUTHOR enjoys atten-

tion focused on his or her published work, a
grossly distorted review provokes under-
standable response. Such is what I feel to be

Pontius’ Puddle.

:~{GB. IF- TIAE
END TIMES
AREN’T NEAR,

-r Ev , HOULI:> BE.
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due regarding Armand Mauss’s panning of
my The Darker Side of Virtue: Corruption,
Scandal and the Mormon Empire ("The Darker
Side of Scholarship," SUNSTONE 15:5).

Mauss’s entire review is a polemic seem-
ingly geared more to safe-guarding "faith-
promoting" visions of Mormonism than to
promoting an honest understanding of reli-
gion and criminology. For example, he con-
cludes that my book "relies mainly on
secondary sources, especially articles in
newspapers and popular magazines." He
claims I used "a minimum of original data."
However, an inspection of the 200-plus foot-
notes included at the end of the book reveals
that approximately two-thirds of my sources
were personal interviews, personal
correspondence, legal and official (often
court) transcripts/documents, and (less im-
portantly) professional journals and books.
(And two-thirds, as Mauss well knows, do
not statistically constitute a "minimum" of
anything.) Only one third of my sources con-
sisted of magazine and newspaper articles.

Moreover, Mauss’s review engages in pre-
cisely what he accuses me of doing: taking
things out of context and accentuating the
bad. For example, in describing my sixth
chapter ("u)s in the FB~") Mauss refers to the
"Mormon Mafia" plausibly existing in our
nation’s premier law-enforcement agency as
if that term were mine. Rather, anyone who

reads the book will see that it was a term
coined and used by the 300-plus Hispanic
agents who signed on to a class-action suit
claiming that Mormon EB~ agents gave prefer-
ential treatment to their co-religionists in
promotion and field assignments. He dis-
misses their grievances, and the kind of evi-
dence I amassed, as "merely anecdotal,"
though sociologists typically do not consider
personal interviews and court transcripts as
anecdotal.

Worse, Mauss asserts qualifications to
many of the unsavory patterns I write about
as if they were his own correctives rather
than being taken from the book.

Finally, both at the beginning and the end
of the review, Mauss makes left-handed ad
hominem compliments to the effect that I am
the author "of some good earlier studies in
the sociology of religion" and that once I had
"such good credentials" in my craft, and he
wonders why I have written a book like this
now. One could ask: if my stuff on non-Mor-
mons was so good, why has my gaze turned
suddenly so jaundiced when I approach
Mormondom? When I focused my scholarly
energies on relatively marginal groups in size
and power like Sun Myung Moon’s Unifica-
tion Church, the Hare Krishnas, or the con-
current anti-cult movement (which includes
a number of Mormonism’s traditional ene-
mies and critics), he thought my analyses

,,

I took the fast track on my mission--DL, ZL, AP in nine months.
Now, what does it all mean?

sound and objective. Yet when I take up the
subject of Mauss’s own faith and its consider-
able socio-economic infrastructure, utili7ing
the same social science skepticism, suddenly
I have strayed.

In truth, The Darker Side of Virtue does not
promote the u)s faith. That’s not my job. But
there was a distinct air about Mauss’s evalua-
tion of the book that was "faith-promoting,"
and it was more a roast than a revieu:

ANSON SHUPE

Fort Wayne, IN
Armand Mauss replies:

I AM TRULY son-y that Shupe found my
appreciation for much of his earlier work to
be merely "left-handed" or "ad hominem" in
nature. I meant it sincerely. Sincere, too, was
my surprise and bemusement that Shupe
would write two books on the Mormons so
far out of character with his earlier work on
other groups. I made no assumptions about
the reasons or motives. By contrast, Shupe
seems to assume in his letter that my motives
in criticizing his work were merely "faith-
promoting," as though an insider like myself
could not find any other basis for seeing such
deficiencies in this work.

Actually, many of my co-religionists
would be quite surprised to hear anything I
have to say described as "faith-promoting."
Yet there is always a danger that insiders will
be hypersensitive in. their judgments about
outside treatments of their communities, and
I always try to allow and compensate for that
tendency whenever I review works on the
Mormons. I think most authors whose works
I have heretofore reviewed (whether Mor-
mon or non-Mormon) would not regard my
reviews as harsh. There is no doubt, how-
ever, that my opinion of both Shupe books
on the Mormons is very negative, as he has
long known from our several conversations
and exchanges of correspondence; and that it
has nothing to do with his "social science
skepticism" or with what is "faith-promot-
ing." The issue is simply one of basic fairness
and balance in the use and presentation of
data. Of course, on.e advantage I had as an
insider was easy recognition of the several
instances in which this author failed to do his
homework and/or was way off base in his
facts, as in his chapter on missionary work.

In protesting that my review was a
"polemic" and a ":coast," Shupe cited only
three particulars. The first was my character-
ization of the book as relying mainly on
secondary sources. Perhaps what i.s at issue
here is the definition of "secondary sources,"
which to me (and most other scholars)
would include other books already in print;
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newspaper, magazine, and journal articles;
and papers presented at scholarly meetings
like Sunstone Symposia. By that conven-
tional definition, 8 out of 8 of the notes for
chapter one were clearly from secondary
sources; 26 of 37 for chapter two; 32 of 69
for three; 17 of 20 for four; 26 of 36 for five;
17 of 49 for six; 36 of 45 for seven; and 6 of
7 for eight (cf. "Notes" section at the end of
the book). Only in chapters three and six, in
other words, were secondary sources in the
minority. In all other chapters, secondary
sources comprised from two-thirds to 100
percent of the citations. This tabulation
comes much closer to my generalization that
the book "relies mainly on secondary
sources" than it does to Shupe’s claim that
"approximately two-thirds" of his sources
were primary.

Shupe’s second complaint was that I took
things "out of context and accentuat[ed] the
bad." His specific example was my having
attributed to him the phrase "Mormon Mafia"
when, in fact, that phrase had been coined by
Hispanic FBI agents in a class-action suit.
Wherever Shupe got that phrase, he used it
as his own. He opens chapter six with the
charge (not attributed to anyone but himself)
that the "flip side of (Mormon) patriotism
and loyalty is the ’Mormon Mafia.’" We do
not learn until later that the phrase came
from the Hispanic agents. Furthermore,
"Mormon Mafia" appears in the very title of
the chapter (without quotation marks) and at
the head of every page in the chapter. I think
most readers would conclude that Shupe was
himself appropriating the "mafia" character-
ization, no matter who "coined" it.

This same chapter gives us some insight
into Shupe’s use of primary sources, even
when they constitute the main basis of the
chapter. To be sure, this chapter draws heav-
ily from court records in the case against the
Fro, but much of what Shupe draws from
those records consists simply of allegations by
Hispanic plaintiffs, which he embraces un-
critically. Yet, as I pointed out in my review,
Shupe is forced to concede by the end of the
chapter that those allegations were not up-
held either by the EEOC or by the verdict of a
federal court. Thus it was not I but federal
judges (if anyone) who "dismissed their
grievances and the . . . evidence . . .
amassed" in this non-case against a "plausible
existing" Mormon mafia.

I’m not entirely sure what examples
Shupe has in mind for his third charge that I
seemingly took credit for offering
"correctives" of certain of the "unsavory
patterns" that he had actually offered himself.
I did not knowingly do so. Indeed, it would

not have been in my interest to do so, for one
of the main criticisms running through my
entire review is that Shupe used the standard
tactic of opening each chapter with salacious
allegations to get our attention, only to con-
cede himself by chapter’s end (via his own
"correctives") that the allegations were
wholly or partially unsupported by the actual
evidence! Such was the case especially in the
chapters on the FBI (see above), on child
sexual abuse, and on the shuttle disaster.
Thus the recurrent question in my review:
Exactly what is the "darker side" of which
virtue here?

A reviewer need not be interested in af-
firming the faith to discover that the book in
question has nothing to do with "promoting
an honest understanding of religion and
criminology," despite Shupe’s apparent inten-
tion. Criminology? Few, if any, actual crimes
are ever revealed in this book, and even
where the malfeasance involves Mormons
there is slim evidence that either Mormonism
or the Mormon church was the cause.

HEALING FROM ABUSE
I READ WITH interest Wendy Ulrich’s

"Not For Adam’s Transgression: Paths to
Intergenerational Peace" (Stms’rONE 15:5). As
a member struggling with the ongoing pro-
cess of healing from childhood abuse and
neglect, much in her article spoke to the
truth of my own experiences.

However, I am troubled by her choice to
describe the process of overcoming child-
hood abuse in terms of "sin" and "repen-
tance." While Ulrich repeatedly makes the
point throughout her article that we are not
punished for our parents’ sins but by them,
she still labels the recovering process which

the abused goes through as "repentance" of
"sin."

"Sin" and "repentance" are judgment-
laden words. And no one judges the culpa-
bility of most victims of child abuse as
mercilessly as the victim usually judges him
or herself. Our need to repent of a sin implies
our own guilt and responsibility for the act
that is being labeled as sinful. Abused chil-
dren bear no guilt or responsibility whatso-
ever for the destructive acts of their parents
and do not need to repent for their fathers’
(or mothers’, or any other ancestors’) sins.

Children who are abused or neglected
frequently deal with the horror of their situ-
ation by concluding that the abuse must
somehow be their own fault--that it is sim-
ply inconceivable that the parents whom
they love and upon whom they are com-
pletely dependent would treat them in such
an unkind and unloving manner if they did
not somehow deserve it. This also allows the
child to continue to live in the hope that if
she can somehow manage to finally be
"good" enough, she will be able to prevent
further abuse from happening to her.

A major stumbling block to healing from
childhood abuse lies in facing the fact that
our parents’ treatment of us was not always
benevolent, and our reluctance to place the
responsibility for our parents’ abusive behav-
iors squarely where it belongs--on their own
shoulders and not ours.

In my own experience, it is far more help-
ful to victims of child abuse if we can view
the process of recovery in terms of healing
from the wounding (and the many after-effects
of those wounds) which were inflicted upon
us in childhood, rather than in terms of re-
pentance from sin.

While a large part of Jesus’ role as our

"Neal Maxwell must be inspired. He always says exactly what I’m thinking."
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Savior and Redeemer lies in his capacity to be
our loving For,~ver of sins, for me perhaps an
even more powerful aspect lies in his capac-
ity to be our loving Healer, succoring our
hearts and souls as we heal from childhood
wounds. As I am able to experience without
condition, blame, or reproach, I am helped
to accept and love myself in the same way, a
task which is often monumental if not im-
possible for survivors of abuse and neglect.

Perhaps Ulrich[ choice to portray the pro-
cess of recovery from childhood abuse in
terms of sin and repentance is tied to her
attempt to project the healing process back to
Joseph Smith’s teaching of baptism for the
dead. Such attempted links are often tenuous
at best and_ quite unnecessary in a church
whose most basic tenets include the belief in
God’s continuing revelation and enlighten-
ment of humankind.

CELESTE WILLIAMS
Salt Lake City

Wendy Ulrich responds:

I DEEPLY REGRET that anyone reading
my article might think I believe that the
innocent victims of childhood abuse and ne-
glect are in any imaginable way responsible,

guilty, sinful, or in need of repentance as a
result of being victimized by someone else’s
sin. Nothing could be further from the truth.
I am frankly horrified that I might have writ-
ten something that could be construed to
communicate such an unintended message.

Unfortunately, the innocent recipients of
neglect and abuse often abuse and neglect
children, spouses, and friends in the same
ways they were treated; in this case only
would the victim of abuse need to repent,
with full confidence that responsibility for
their sins lie largely with the parents who
taught them this inappropriate behavior.

Additionally, as Williams points out, vic-
tims commonly believe that what happened
to them was not that bad, or that their par-
ents were somehow justified in their abuse,
or that the abuse was really deserved. In such
cases it is vital to go through a process that is
in some ways analogous to repentance
whereby we fully acknowledge the sins com-
mitted against us, allow ourselves to remem-
ber their severity and impact upon us as
innocent victims, grieve the losses we have
sustained, refuse to continue the cycles of
abuse, and acknowledge that we did not
deserve to be abused, and do not deserve to

IOT ABOUT
~IN L~T-CLY -

continue to be abused, either by ourselves or
others.

NOT A SERVICE PROJECT
AS I READ Romel W. Mackeiprang’s

"Neither Hero nor Service Project: Develop-
ing Healthy Attitudes Toward People with
Disabilities" (SUNSTONE 15:5), I found articu-
lation for a feeling that has plagued me for the
twenty-four years I have maintained Church
activity and a successful marriage to art agnos-
tic. Though Mackelprang’s comments center
around people with physical disabilities, one
does not have to be in a wheelchair to be
considered disabled in Mormon culture. One
only needs to be outside the "norm" to be-
come the object of the "service project
mentality" Mackelprang identifies.

Through the years, I have found it very
uncomfortable to sit through ward council
meetings or board leadership meetings
where families were labeled as "part
member" or "inactive," and the discussion
centered around what those presee~t could
"do to help these less fortunate souls who
struggle under difficult circumstances"--a
classic example of "service project mentality."

The "hero" status, too, is uncomfortable. I
have felt singled out and different when
being applauded for "triumphing over a
handicap" because as a wife in a "pa:rt-mem-
her family" I managed to drag five little chil-
dren to all necessary meetings each week,
hold at least one Church job, pay budget,
and sing in the ward. choir. All I wanted was
regular wife-and-mother status.

No one wants to be labeled or to be con-
s.idered someone’s "project." We all just want
to be regular people, treated with honest,
sincere friendship. It is a fine line Church
leaders must walk to provide service for
those in need and yet allow everyone to
maintain dignity and respect.

DIXIE MATHIS
Ogden, UT

VIRTUES OF PACIFISM
LEONARD E [)ALTON’S letter on con-

scientious objector.’; should not be: consid-
ered significant because "we read nothing of
[them] among the Nephites" (SUNS’CONE
15:5). How then should we read Alma 24:12-
27? Is not the refusal to take up weapons of
war even in self-defense equivalent to consci-
entious objection? Are not the minimizing of
loss of life, reduced hostilities, and increased
conversions to be counted as significant?

Is it not interesting that this story stands
in contrast to that Captain Moroni told later
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in this same book (Alma 43)? Could not the
Lord be teaching a powerful lesson by illus-
trating the different results of the two ap-
proaches to violence and war? In the one,
pacifist Christians de-escalated a war, experi-
enced fewer deaths, and converted many of
the enemy to Christ by their unswerving faith
and ultimate example. In the other, warrior
Christians escalated an arms race, "thought it
no sin" to conduct a war by cunning and
stratagem, killed more people, converted no
one, and ultimately lost the spiritual war
(even while "winning" the physical battle).

Is it insignificant that Brigham Young,
George Q. Cannon, J. Reuben Clark, and
other Church leaders have praised war resist-
ers and encouraged conscientious objection?
Is it inconsequential that there have been LDS
C.O.s in every war with "approval" of the First
Presidency (including twentieth-century
wars, contrary to the c.o. article in the new
Encyclopedia of Mormonism)?

T. ALLEN LAMBERT
Ithaca, NY

WAR SHOTS
WHENEVER I TEACH Book of Mor-

mon in gospel doctrine class, the class soon
tires of the wars and complain about all the
bloodshed. Maybe Mormon and Moroni
were trying to inoculate us?

MARC A. SCHINDLER

Gloucester, Ontario, Canada

ALTERNATE VOICE
RESPONSIBILITY

AS ONE WHO has lived most of his
thirty years in the Church in the United
Kingdom, I am naturally frustrated at the
paucity of news about the "alternate voices."

I did subscribe to Dialogue in the 1960s
and early 1970s and have only recently
picked up again with StmSTOYE. In the mean-
time, to stay in touch I have remained depen-
dent on the occasional book of cartoons by
Calvin Grondahl sent by friends from the usa
and paperbacks such as The Mormon Murders
published in Britain.

Generally, the British press and media do
not cover these issues well (being a Mormon
still means being on the fringe: being inter-
ested in an alternative expression of Mor-
monism does not make you a market for
anyone in this country). TV documentaries
in recent years have tended to be of the
"Sister Wives" type, produced by the BBC
and which looked into polygamous life.

I remember listening to Elder Dallin
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Oaks’s now-famous address on "alternate
voices" and wondering what on earth it was
all about. Equally, the members are aware
that the temple ceremony has changed, but
know nothing of the matters that preceded it.
I spoke to an old friend the other day who
asked, "What is it that Paul Dunn is sup-
posed to have done?" There are stake presi-
dents in this country who only have the
vaguest ideas about the salamander letters.

AS SUNSTONE becomes a haven for think-
ers it must assume a responsibility to inform
the widest possible audience.

CHRIS SEXTON

Crowthorne, United Kingdom

MORMON MILITARISM
MY FIRST SUNSTONE was interesting

to read, and I will pass it on.
AS one believing unto Christ as the

"Prince of Peace," I am always shocked by
stories about war-promoting activities like
the pioneer parade of 24 July 1991 with
tanks rolling by the temple and a kDS stake
float celebrating missiles ("Patriot Missives,"
SUNSTONE 15:4). It seems that the military
parades which were held in the past in athe-
istic East Berlin and Moscow have moved to
Christian Salt Lake City.

Didn’t Joseph Smith restore all the truth?
I believe he did! That includes not to kill.
After World War II we Germans have learned
this lesson. About six million murdered
brothers and sisters of the tribe of Judah was
a Holocaust, but no fewer than 60 million
remnants of Joseph on the American conti-
nent were killed, too, and what of our black
brothers and sisters, captured as slaves on the
ships from Africa to the New World.

I am ashamed that the Church is involved
in army-promoting actions like this parade.
Isn’t it Satan who runs the-world with ar-
mies? Wasn’t it President Spencer W Kimball

who was afraid that the Saints and the Ameri-
cans are a war-like nation? The Germans gave
up the national way of thinking. Being de-
pressed after the war, and now reunited, we
are not in danger of again falling back to
nationalism and patriotism. In both is the
danger of dictatorship.

Some years ago, while serving in a Eu-
ropean area presidency, Eider Theodore M.
Burton explained at our stake conference
that the Saints are a people. There are no
Germans, no French, no British, no Swiss
etc.; they are the nation of God. He is right.
We are all alike unto God, no matter what
color, culture, or nation we may belong to.

A change in the mind-set of the Saints is
needed now. How could we be saviours on
Mount Zion if we play the "game" of Satan?

DIETRICH KEMPSKI
Scoptimax, Germany

THE MORMON (HIS)STORY
MARTIN E. MARTY, the leading expert

on American religiosity, holds that "Mor-
mons, more than any other American reli-
gious group, live by story, by history"
(American Historical Review, 90(5): 1271).
But Malcolm Thorp, in his quarrel with
David Bohn ("Some Reflections on New Mor-
mon History and the Possibilities of ’New’
Traditional History," SUYSTOYE 15:5), insists
that for Latter-day Saints "there never was ’a
story,’ but many stories open to a multiplicity
of interpretations." Instead, Thorp defends a
host of unspecified new approaches or inter-
pretations that cut presumably new ground,
use new critical methodologies and so forth.
Substituting scorn for argument, he opines
that the story that others see at work within
the community of Saints "was never brought
down from Mount Sinai, or revealed in a
sacred grove." However, to those familiar
with religion, such views manifest one of the

"Oh, no, Elder Scott, please sign your name down hem
I want to mal¢e sure I get all o[ the signatures in seniority."
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quandaries besetting secularized accounts of
believing communities now apparent in re-
cent apologies for revisionist Mormon his-
tory.

Marty’s understanding of religion pro-
vides a striking alternative to Thorp’s asser-
tion that there is no single story that both
constitutes and grounds the faith and mem-
ory of Latter-day Saints. Marry holds that
religious communities necessarily rest on
what he calls story (or history in a special
sense). Believers constitute a community to
the degree that they share a common story
with a recognizable, coherent plot. Hence
Marty holds that "life is not lived one-on-one,
or by one’s self: we are social beings, born in
and destined for some sort of social, commu-
nal, and corporate existence." He argues that
there is "no access to a past beyond our own
memory" without texts that "make it thus
accessible." But the believers do not live by
what is produced by antiquarians or profes-
sional historians because "religious commu-
nities are not made up of antique-collectors.
For instance, the Christian Church is not a
memorial society; theologian Jurgen
Moltmann, speaking of faith in the resurrec-
tion of Jesus Christ, says that the church is
not a ’keeper of the city of the dead.’ While
tradition keeps it healthy, when it loves tradi-
tion it is not a community of traditionalists.
(Jaroslav Pelikan, Yale’s historian of Christian
teaching, says that tradition is the living faith
of dead people while traditionalism is the
dead faith of living people.) It lives by stories.
These can engender doctrines." Much like
Hans-Georg Gadamer (whose views Thorp
mentions but garbles), Marty recognizes the

importance of tradition for living communi-
ties. Tradition provides both the plot and the
essential details of the story, which is the
living link with the past that constitutes the
faith and memory of a community. Marry
denies that philosophy or anything like it
could "have come to the detail of the narra-
tives which engendered Jewish, Christian,
and later believing communities dependent
upon them" (Marty, The Westminster Tanner-
McMurrin Lectures, [Westminster College,
1989] I: 8-10). Of course, he sometimes uses
the plural of "story" because Christianity is
fragmented, each particular "Christian" com-
munity, like the Mormons, having its own
stoW or variant of the common story.

Marty argues that a story provides the
grounding for believing Latter-day Saints, as
well as for Jews, Muslims, Christians gener-
ally: Hence, "whether or not today’s Jews be-
lieve in the God of Israel--some do, some
don’t--the story or history still gives identity
and power to the community." And "Chris-
tians also live by story. They see God’s activity
in the events, words, circumstances, and ef-
fects of Jesus Christ and tell the story of his
death and resurrection as constitutive of the
faith that forms their community. Some tra-
ditions, such as the Catholic, extend the
sense of story through the ages." Some see
the Bible as "an unfinished plot--and ’we’re
in it.’ But even the Restorationists and Prim-
itive communities--such as the Church of
Christ, which repudiates intervening Chris-
tian history--live off the original generation
of Christianity and its story. Christians en-
gage in activity, healing, works of justice and
mercy, worship and adoration, always as an

event-centered community; they draw upon
the past to know ’where they are and whither
they are tending,’ so that they might know
’what to do and how to do it.’ " (Marry, 11.)
But it is the Mormonism, more than even
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity, that is
story-grounded and history-conscious.
Marty holds that Latter-day Saints. have
"acted upon the basis of their history, their
story. Mormons have not made much of doc-
trine, of theology: they especially live as cho-
sen and covenanted people in part of a
developing history. Much is at stake when
the story is threatened, as it potentially could
have been when forged documents concern-
ing Mormon origins agitated the community
and led to tragedy a few years ago" (Marry,
12). The faith of Latter-day Saints has always
"been characterized by its thoroughly histor-
ical mode and mold"---such a faith is; " ’his-
torically classical’ in its tradition. When
Latter-day Saints argue, they argue about
morals based on history, or about historical
events and their meaning--about how the
contemporary community acquires its iden-
tity and its sense of ’what to do and how to
do it’ from the assessment of the character,
quality, content, and impetus of that story.’ "
(Marty, 12.)

By objecting to Bohn’s claim that a story
constitutes the core of Latter-day Saints’ faith,
Thorp seems oblivious to what corapetent
observers like Marty consider essential attri-
butes of believing communities. Fo:r Marty
"history has a story-like character [that is a
plot that controls the narrative or is ex-
pressed through a narrative], but not all story
is what we usually mean by history" (Marty,
12). Why? For one reason, much of what is
called history by secularized historians is
merely antiquarian and hence not consonant
with the faith of believing communities.
There are other reasons why faith and stoW
or history are driven apart by secularized
historians, some of which involve profes-
sional conceits about objectivity. Though
Thorp grants much of the critique ot7 histori-
cal objectivism, unfortunately he does not
sense that he has the~_’eby vitiated the charter-
ing claim of the so-called "New History" for
which he offers an apology.

LouIs MIDGLEY
Provo, Utah

SUNSTONE ENCOURAGES CORRE-
SPONDENCE. ADDRESS LETTERS FOR
PUBLICATION TO "READERS’ FORUM."
WE EDIT FOR CI)~RITY AND TONE AND
CUT FOR LENGTH AND SPACE. LETTERS
ADDRESSED TO AUTHORS WILL BE FOR-
WARDED UNOPENED TO THEM.      ~
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